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The present invention relates to a gas cylinder control system and a gas cylinder system for use therewith and relates particularly, but not exclusively, to such control systems and cylinder systems for supplying clinical gasses such as, for example, oxygen, nitrous oxide, Xenon, nitric oxide, helium and mixtures thereof to patients.

Presently, it is known to supply cylinder systems into a process including filling, transporting, storing and using before having the cylinder systems returned to the supplier for re-filling and then re-circulation within the process. The tracking of cylinder systems and the management of gas supply whilst at locations within the system is problematic as it is sometimes difficult to monitor the location of cylinder systems and how much gas is present in each cylinder being used. It is also known to supply cylinder systems with gauges displaying the pressure of gas remaining but human intervention is required in order to retrieve the information and some users may find it difficult to interpret the information supplied and may make incorrect determinations of total time of gas supply remaining etc. Still further, it is very difficult to locate cylinder systems which may be past their use-by date or which may be obsolete or inappropriate for a particular location.

It is also known to provide alarm systems associated with the supply of gas to patients but, generally, such alarm systems require the intervention of medical staff or particular skills so as to ensure correct evaluation and control.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide an improved control system for controlling the supply of gas from a source thereof and an improved cylinder system for use with said control system. Elements of the control system of the present invention may be applied to a wall mounted gas supply but they are preferably and most usefully applied to a gas cylinder based gas supply system referred to herein as a cylinder system as it will include components in addition to just a gas cylinder.

The present invention will be described in relation to the delivery of oxygen to a patient but may be applied to the delivery of other gasses to a patient or to another end user. According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a gas cylinder system having a gas cylinder, a first electronic monitoring system operable to monitor cylinder specific data (CSD) associated with said cylinder or a patient specific data (PSD) associated with a patient. Such a cylinder system may be used to advantage by allowing control of gas supplied to the patient based on said data.

Preferably, said first monitoring system is configured for monitoring one or more of cylinder specific data (CSD) relating to any one or more of: cylinder identification (ID), gas supply time remaining, expiry date, cylinder type, cylinder location, environmental temperature, gas usage, time since filling, rate of gas usage, internal cylinder gas pressure, internal cylinder gas temperature, usage data, transportation data, gas remaining.
Advantageously, the system includes an environment monitor for monitoring environment specific data (ESD) configured to monitor one or more of the following environment specific data (ESD): location, smoke, temperature, movement or vibration.

A GPS location device may also be provided in association with said cylinder system for broadcasting the geographical location of said cylinder system.

Preferably, the arrangement includes a patient monitor for monitoring patient specific data (PSD) configured to monitor one or more of the following patient specific data (PSD): oxygen saturation, patient identity, patient type, blood pressure, heart rate, breathing and gas usage and wherein said patient monitor is connected to said first monitoring system for transmitting patient specific data (PSD) to said first monitoring system.

Advantageously, said first electronic monitoring system includes a receiver for receiving information or commands from a second monitoring system, a further device or a human interface module.

Preferably, said first electronic monitoring system includes a transmitter for transmitting monitored data to a second monitoring system, a further device or a human interface module.

Advantageously, said cylinder system includes a controllable outlet valve for controlling the gas output from said cylinder system and wherein said first monitoring system includes a controller, said outlet valve is operably linked to said controller for being controlled thereby and wherein said valve (34) is controllable to alter or prevent the flow of gas from said cylinder system dependent upon commands received from said second monitoring system, said further device or a human interface module.

Preferably, the arrangement is programmed to receive and responding to one or more automatic valve closure commands (AVCC) transmitted to said first monitoring system upon receipt of an adverse situation signal (ASS) generated by detection of any one or more of: smoke, adverse vibration, adverse movement, adverse temperature, excessive or non-programmed gas usage, excessive or unexpected gas pressure, gas dispensing in the absence of receipt of patient specific data (PSD), passage of an expiry date, unexpected or non-programmed location of cylinder system, absence of a command signal from said computer system, a further device or a human interface module.

Preferably, said first monitoring system includes an automatic check and restart function (ACRF) for periodically checking received data after valve closure due to detection of an adverse situation signal (ASS) and re-starting gas flow in the absence of receipt of a further adverse situation signal (ASS). Said automatic check and restart function (ACRF) may include an intelligent restart function (IRF) for allowing gas to be delivered in accordance with a pre-determined control strategy.

In a particularly advantageous arrangement, said first monitoring system may include an operable mode (OM) in which it is fully operational and a sleep mode (SM) in which it is not fully operable but is able to be placed back into the operable mode upon receipt of a signal from said second monitoring system and wherein said second monitoring system is operable to send a signal to
said first monitoring system to cause said first monitoring system to adopt said operable mode or said sleep mode (SM) as and when required.

In one arrangement said second monitoring system, said further device or a human interface module is operable to change or cancel any one or more of: gas flow, audio output, visual output, operational command output, user access capability, user interface capability, operational capability.

Conveniently, the arrangement may include a human interface module for providing information or warnings to a user or accepting cylinder operational command inputs from a user and wherein said human interface module has multiple modes of operation and wherein said first monitoring system or said further device is operable to alter the mode of operation of the interface module dependent upon an inputted signal from said second monitoring system. Said human interface module may be operable to change or cancel any one or more of: gas flow, audio output, visual output, operational command output, user access capability, user interface capability, operational capability. Said human interface module may also be operable to receive patient specific data (PSD) including patient identification, patient type information.

The arrangement may include a wireless communication system associated with said first monitoring system for communicating with a further device.

The arrangement may also include a display for receiving data (PSA, CSD) and displaying same. Such a display may comprise a hand-held device.

Preferably, the arrangement includes a memory for storing any one or more of patient specific data (PSD), cylinder specific data (CSD), environment specific data (ESD).

The present invention will now be more specifically described by way of example only with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a general view of a cylinder in accordance with an aspect of the present invention; and

Figure 2 is a detailed view of one portion of the system according to an aspect of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a detailed view of one portion of the system shown in figure 2.

Referring now to the drawings in general but particularly to figure 1, it will be appreciated that a cylinder system (14) may be located in any one of a number of locations during its lifecycle and that it is often difficult simply to locate a cylinder that is known to be in the supply chain. The typical supply chain includes a number of locations including but not limited to a filling station (A), a transportation vehicle (B), a storage facility (C) and any one of a number of use locations such as those shown at D to F. Such use locations may include: a hospital ward (D), surgery, (E) or home (F). The cylinder system (14) of the present invention includes a first monitoring system (16) for monitoring cylinder specific data (CSD) or patient specific data (PSD) as discussed in detail later herein. The provision of the first monitoring system is significant as it is this which is used by the system of figures 1 and 2 to improve the gas management from the cylinder system (14) itself. The first monitor is provided with a transmitter (22) for transmitting data to a further
device and may also be provided with a receiver (26) for receiving data or command signals from a further device. Each of these further devices are discussed in detail later herein. One or more of the locations A to F are provided with second monitoring system (18) which is operable to transmit and/or receive data and/or command signals via transmitter (24) and/or receiver (26). Preferably, each and every location A to F is provided with a second monitoring system (18).

Preferably, the second monitors (18) are each operable to monitor at least the location of any cylinder system (14) provided with a first monitoring system (16) but they may be operable as described later herein to monitor more data and/or initiate commands/transmit received data to a further device. The further device may be any one or more of a server or computer system (20), a further device (60) or a human interface system (70), each of which is described in more detail later herein. The further device (60) and/or human interface system (70) may be provided with a software application (app) to facilitate human interaction including display of information and modification or control through human input.

Referring now more particularly to figure 1 for a while, the cylinder system (14) may also be provided with a cylinder specific data monitor (CSDM) for monitoring cylinder specific data (CSD) such as, for example: cylinder identification (ID), gas supply time remaining, expiry date, cylinder type, cylinder location, environmental temperature, gas usage, time since filling, rate of gas usage, internal cylinder gas pressure, internal cylinder gas temperature, usage data, transportation data, gas remaining. The cylinder may also include an environment specific data monitor (ESDM) for monitoring environment specific data (ESD) and/or a patient specific data monitor (PSDM) (44) for monitoring patient specific data (PSD). The environment specific data may include any one or more of: location, smoke, temperature, movement or vibration, whilst the patient specific data may include any one or more of: oxygen saturation, patient identity, patient type, blood pressure, heart rate, breathing and gas usage. Each of the monitors is operably connected via lines L1-L3 to the first monitoring system (16) for transmitting said data thereto.

The cylinder system (14) may also include a global positioning system (GPS) and transmitter (GPS), a wireless transmitter (WT) or any such similar devices for broadcasting its location, as shown generally at (40).

The cylinder system (14) further includes a controllable outlet valve (34) for controlling the gas output from said cylinder (15) and the first monitoring system (16) includes a controller (16c) operably linked to said outlet valve (34), wherein said valve (34) is controllable to alter or prevent the flow of gas from said cylinder (15) dependent upon commands received. Such commands may be transmitted to said first monitoring system (16) by the second monitoring system (18), a further device (60) or a human interface (70). In one arrangement the first monitoring system (16) may also be programmed to respond to one or more automatic valve closure commands (AVCC) transmitted thereto upon receipt of an adverse situation signal (ASS) generated by detection of any one or more of: smoke, adverse vibration, adverse movement, adverse temperature, excessive or non-programmed gas usage, excessive or unexpected gas pressure, gas dispensing in the absence of receipt of patient specific data (PSD), passage of an expiry date, unexpected or non-programmed location of cylinder system (14), absence of a command signal from said second monitoring system (18), a further device (60) or a human interface module (70). The system may also include an automatic check and restart function (ACRF) for periodically checking received data after valve closure due to detection of an adverse situation signal (ASS) and re-
starting gas flow in the absence of receipt of a further adverse situation signal (ASS). Said system
may include an automatic check and restart function (ACRF) for allowing gas to be delivered in accordance with a pre-determined control
strategy. These functions may be provided in the first monitoring system (16), the second
monitoring system (18) or a further device such as a server or computer (20) as discussed later
herein. The said first monitoring system (16) may include an operable mode (OM) in which it is
fully operational and a sleep mode (SM) in which it is not fully operable but is able to be placed
back into the operable mode upon receipt of a signal from said second monitoring system (18).
Said second monitoring system (18) is preferably operable to send a signal to said first monitoring
system (16) to cause said first monitoring system (16) to adopt said operable mode (OM) or said
sleep mode (SM) as and when required. However, it will be appreciated such a signal may be
sent from any other suitably functional device. Such suitable other devices include a human
interface module (70) for providing information or warnings to a user or accepting cylinder
operational command inputs from a user. Preferably, said human interface module (70) has
multiple modes of operation and wherein said first monitoring system (16) is operable to alter the
mode of operation of the interface module (70) dependent upon an inputted signal from said
second monitoring system (18). Such an imputed signal may comprise a location signal which,
on receipt by the first monitoring system causes the triggering of a change of state of one or
other or both of the valve position and / or the status of the human interface module (70). The
valve position may be altered such as to prevent or allow or restrict or control gas delivery when
said cylinder is in a particular location or absent from a location with a second monitoring system.
The human interface may be altered such as to: enable or disable audio alarms; mute such
alarms; enable or disable visual alarms; reduce light output from such alarms. Any audio or visual
alarms or displays may be provided separately to other portions of the interface (70) and may
comprise discrete alarms or displays positioned at convenient locations on the cylinder system
(14) or in close proximity thereto. Said human interface module (70) may be operable to change
or cancel any one or more of: audio output, visual output, operational command output, user
access capability, user interface capability or operational capability. Said human interface module
(70) may also be operable to receive patient specific data (PSD) and for displaying same to a
member of hospital staff, the patient or another person. The system (10) may also include a
memory (101) for retrievably storing any one or more of patient specific data (PSD), cylinder
specific data (CSD) and environment specific data (ESD). This memory may be accessible by the
human interface (70) such as to allow hospital staff to view patient specific data such as to make
treatment decisions based thereon. Such an arrangement is of particular use when the memory
(101) is incorporated in association with the cylinder system (14) such that it moves with the
cylinder. This will allow hospital staff to quickly and easily read the patient specific data of an
incoming or new patient and integrate that data into any patient management or any patient
treatment programme. The memory may also be operably linked to the first monitoring system 16
such as to allow it to be accessible by the second monitoring system (18). The second monitoring
system (18) may also be operable to transmit any one or more of patient specific data (PSD),
cylinder specific data (CSD) or environment specific data (ESD) to a further device (60), the
human interface (70) or the computer system (20) for subsequent analysis thereon by any one of
a number of members of staff who have access to the further device or the human interface (70).
The further device (60) mentioned above may be mounted on the cylinder itself or may be a freestanding computer (62) having a display (64), a hand-held computer device (66), a mobile telephone (68) or any such similar device. Such devices are easily integrated into the system 10 and their use would allow data such as patient specific data to be more easily shared between those who need it. Such sharing of data will, inevitably, improve patient care.

Communication between any of the devices (16), (18), (20), (60), (70) may be by means of wired connections W or wireless connections WL. The further device (60) and / or human interface system (70) may be provided with a software application (app) to facilitate human interaction including display of information and modification or control through human input.

Referring now more particularly to figure 3, the system (10) may further include a computer system (20) for receiving any one or more of the patient specific data (PSD), cylinder specific data (CSD) and / or environment specific data (ESD). Such a computer (20) may be a mainframe computer in a hospital to a cloud based server. Either arrangement of computer (20) may be operably connected to a management system (30) for allowing management of the cylinder system (14) or system as and when desired. Such a management system (30) may further include an input device such as a keyboard (32) or screen or may be linked to a further device (60) or human interface module (70). Typical management activities may include: controlling certain types of cylinders such that they are not able to dispense gas in certain locations or when outside of certain locations; restricting or stopping the supply of gas from cylinders during certain times; emergency shut-down of cylinders in the event of fire or other dangerous situations; initiating audio or visual alarms on cylinders; communicating with hospital staff or patients through the human interface or alarms; providing cylinder location information to staff; ordering replacement cylinders in advance of gas expiry; disablement of cylinders if past their expiry date etc.

It will be appreciated that the second monitoring system (18) is crucial to many aspects of the present invention as it acts as the communicator between devices. In particular, it allows for data from the cylinder, patient and environment to be communicated to the computer (20) and / or any one of a number of other devices and to allow commands, instructions, information and communications to be passed to the cylinders (14). The second monitors (18) may also be used to allow for communication between cylinders (14) and for the passage of user inputted or system generated information between cylinders.

It will also be appreciated that any one or more or all of the computer (20), management system (30), memory (101), further device (60) or human interface (70) may be provided on or in close association with the actual cylinder system (14) such as to be movable therewith. Such an arrangement would give hospital staff immediate access to data and to controlling the supply of gas to the patient. In addition, the management system (30) may be operable to monitor patient specific data (PSD) such as heart rate and / or oxygen saturation and amend the delivery of oxygen to the patient dependent upon pre-defined or specified control requirements (QR’s). These control requirements may include any one or more of:

a) Inputting max and / or min oxygen saturation levels to be maintained
b) Monitoring oxygen saturation of the patient
c) Adjusting oxygen delivery depending upon received data on actual oxygen saturation
d) Adjusting the oxygen delivery in accordance with a pre-defined control algorithm and / or
e) Adjusting the oxygen deliver manually.

IN OPERATION

The operation of the above system (10) and cylinder system (14) will now be described with reference to the drawings in general. A cylinder system (14) being filled in a filling station location A will be identified by the second monitoring system (18) by way of an identification signal sent via said first monitoring system (16). The second monitoring system (18) may send command signals to the first monitoring system (16) for causing control over the operation of the cylinder system (14) such as to prevent inadvertent gas delivery whilst within the filling station and / or to automatically close and maintain closed the valve (34) during an adverse event such as a fire or excessive vibration caused by, for example, an earthquake. These control parameters may be applied in any one of the locations A to F detailed in the above and below descriptions. Cylinder specific data (CSD) and / or environment specific data (ESD) is uploaded to the second monitoring system (18A) for further transmission within the overall system (10). Information such as filling date may be used to calculate an expiry date such as to ensure good management of gas safety. Environment specific data (ESD) may be used to control the cylinder valve and / or alarms in the event of an adverse environmental event such as detection of smoke, unexpected temperature variation, adverse vibration etc.

After filling, a cylinder system (14) is usually transported in some manner by means of, for example, a delivery truck (200) which may also be fitted with a second monitoring system (18B). This monitoring system may send signals to first monitoring system (16) of the cylinder system (14) such as to ensure gas may not be dispensed during transit and / or to ensure audio alarms are set to maximum volume and may also be used to place the cylinder system (14) into a sleep mode such as to manage the power demand of said cylinder. Again, environment specific data (ESD) may be used to control the cylinder valve and / or alarms in the event of an adverse environmental event such as detection of smoke, unexpected temperature variation, adverse vibration etc. The systems (16), (18) may also be configured to transmit location information and cylinder specific information so as to allow for good cylinder management. Such information may be used to ensure the hospital knows that ordered gas cylinders are in transit and to advise staff what quantity of cylinders, gas type and cylinder type are being transported. The second monitoring system (18) may communicate it's the location of the cylinders (14) by means of GPS transmission.

Upon delivery to the store location C, the store monitoring system (18) will identify the cylinders and cylinder specific data (CSD) is uploaded to the second monitor 18C for onward transmission. Again, the second monitor (18C) may be used to manage any aspect of the cylinder system (14) mentioned herein but, in particular, it may be used to manage the power by placing the cylinders into sleep mode and may prevent gas being delivered by activating an auto-close mode on the cylinder valve (34). Again, environment specific data (ESD) may be used to control the cylinder valve and / or alarms in the event of an adverse environmental event such as detection of smoke, unexpected temperature variation, adverse vibration etc.
Cylinder system (14) may remain in the store C for some time or may then be onward transferred to locations in which gas is expected to be dispensed, such as those shown by way of example as locations D to F. In such locations it will be expected that the cylinders (14) will be required to deliver gas and, consequently, the control over the cylinder valve (34) is amended accordingly such as to allow such delivery. This control may be modified on a time basis such as to prevent delivery of gas during periods where gas would not be expected to be delivered and/or to prevent gas being delivered in the absence of patient specific data (PSD). In the example of location D, the cylinder system (14) is present on a hospital ward D and communicates with the ward specific second management system (18D) such as to transfer cylinder specific information and/or patient specific data (PSD) and/or environment specific data (ESD) to the main computer (20), a further device (60) or a human interface module (70), all of which have been discussed above.

Whilst the cylinder system (14) is at location D, it may be desirable to reduce the volume of any alarms during the night or at any other time and it may also be desirable to ensure that cylinder specific data (CSD) such as gas remaining is elevated in importance such as to ensure the continuity of supply in the event of heavy or unexpected use. In particular, PSD may be transmitted such as to inform staff of patient parameters upon which they may make clinical decisions. The transfer of PSD may also include stored PSD as stored in memory (101). Further information such as gas demand and gas flow may be transmitted such as to allow for the creation of an alarm or control signal in the event that the delivery does not match the demand or the patient is not responding to the gas delivery in the manner that would be expected. Such alarms would allow early investigation and amendment of treatment or modification of gas delivery or investigation and solving of any as delivery problems. Such problems may include the patient lying on the gas delivery supply or the supply being disconnected from the patient. Environment specific data (ESD) may be used to close the cylinder valve (34) upon detection of smoke or any other adverse environment specific data (ESD). Smoke may be detected as a result of the patient having a cigarette, which may have significant safety implications if the gas being delivered is oxygen. ESD may be used to amend the volume of any alarms or alter the control of the cylinder in any other way.

It will be appreciated that the management system (30) may be provided on the cylinder system (14) itself such as to provide a control system (10) immediately available to the medical staff without resorting to a further device. It will also be appreciated that the cylinder system (14) may include a human interface module (70) provided

Use in surgery (location E) may require the audio alarms to be disabled or amended so as not to interfere with other alarms and the system (10) may be used to cause PSD to be transmitted to the computer (20) or sharing with other members of staff outside of the operating theatre or to further device (60) or a human interface module (70) for sharing in another way.

Use at home (location F) may require the human interface (70) to be caused to display simple instructions to the patient P so as to allow the self solution of technical or medical problems. In addition, the audio alarms may be increased in volume and any manual overrides may be disabled.
The above system (10) may also be used to broadcast or transfer information or commands or alarms between cylinder systems (14) or to cylinder systems (14). For example, as each cylinder system (14) includes an alarm and each cylinder system (14) is connected to the system (10), the system may be used to cause an evacuation alarm to be transmitted to each cylinder system (14) so as to allow staff to respond accordingly. In addition, instructions may be sent to a home patient at location F. It will be appreciated that any form of data or commands may be transmitted to or from cylinder systems (14) at any one or more of locations A to F and that modifications, deletion and variations to the data being transferred, alarms being created or modified and controls being implemented is possible. The above specific examples are, therefore, illustrative only.

It will be appreciated that the above cylinder system (14) is mobile and may be independent of a hospital gas supply system whilst still being able to monitor PSD and CSD and using this data to control or modify or prevent the delivery of gas to a patient. This is in stark contrast with the prior art of GB 2508897 discloses a wall mounted gas control system for controlling the delivery of oxygen to a patient in which some patient specific data such as oxygen saturation is monitored and the system is only operable to control the delivery of oxygen to the patient dependent upon received patient data and programmed inputs such as target oxygen saturation. The system also provides some alarms which are generated when adverse events, such as non-receipt of patient oxygen saturation data, occur such as to warn the hospital staff or patient that something is wrong.

The provision of ESD in the present invention allows for a still higher degree of safety control to be applied to the delivery of gas to patients.
CLAIMS

1. A gas cylinder system (14) having a gas cylinder (15), a first electronic monitoring system (16) operable to monitor cylinder specific data (CSD) associated with said cylinder (15) or a patient specific data (PSD) associated with a patient.

2. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 1, in which said first monitoring system (16) is configured for monitoring one or more of cylinder specific data (CSD) relating to any one or more of: cylinder identification (ID), gas supply time remaining, expiry date cylinder type, cylinder location, environmental temperature, gas usage, time since filling, rate of gas usage, internal cylinder gas pressure, internal cylinder gas temperature, usage data, transportation data, gas remaining.

3. A cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 1 or 2 and including an environment monitor 55 for monitoring environment specific data (ESD) configured to monitor one or more of the following environment specific data (ESD): location, smoke, temperature, movement or vibration.

4. A cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 and including a GPS location device associated with said cylinder (44) for broadcasting the geographical location of said cylinder system (14).

5. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4 and including a patient monitor (44) for monitoring patient specific data (PSD) configured to monitor one or more of the following patient specific data (PSD): oxygen saturation, patient identity, patient type, blood pressure, heart rate, breathing and gas usage and wherein said patient monitor (44) is connected to said first monitoring system (16) for transmitting patient specific data (PSD) to said first monitoring system 1(6).

6. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein said first electronic monitoring system (16) includes a transmitter (22) for transmitting monitored data to a second monitoring system (18), a further device (60) or a human interface module (70).

7. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein said first electronic monitoring system (16) includes a receiver (26) for receiving information or commands from a second monitoring system (18), a further device (60) or a human interface module (70).

8. A gas cylinder system 14 as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein said cylinder system (14) includes a controllable outlet valve (34) for controlling the gas output from said cylinder system (14) and wherein said first monitoring system (16) includes a controller (16c), said outlet valve (34) is operably linked to said controller (16c) for being controlled thereby and wherein said valve (34) is controllable to alter or prevent the flow of gas from
said cylinder system (14) dependent upon commands received from said second monitoring system (18), said further device (60) or a human interface module (70).

9. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 8 and being programmed to receive and responding to one or more automatic valve closure commands (AVCC) transmitted to said first monitoring system (16) upon receipt of an adverse situation signal (ASS) generated by detection of any one or more of: smoke, adverse vibration, adverse movement, adverse temperature, excessive or non-programmed gas usage, excessive or unexpected gas pressure, gas dispensing in the absence of receipt of patient specific data (PSD), passage of an expiry date, unexpected or non-programmed location of cylinder system (14), absence of a command signal from said computer system (20), a further device (60) or a human interface module (70).

10. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 9, wherein said first monitoring system (16) includes an automatic check and restart function (ACRF) for periodically checking received data after valve closure due to detection of an adverse situation signal (ASS) and re-starting gas flow in the absence of receipt of a further adverse situation signal (ASS).

11. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 10, wherein said automatic check and restart function (ACRF) includes an intelligent restart function (IRF) for allowing gas to be delivered in accordance with a pre-determined control strategy.

12. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein said first monitoring system (16) includes an operable mode (OM) in which it is fully operational and a sleep mode (SM) in which it is not fully operable but is able to be placed back into the operable mode upon receipt of a signal from said second monitoring system (18) and wherein said second monitoring system (18) is operable to send a signal to said first monitoring system (16) to cause said first monitoring system (16) to adopt said operable mode (OM) or said sleep mode (SM) as and when required.

13. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein said second monitoring system (18), said further device (60) or a human interface module (70) is operable to change or cancel any one or more of: gas flow, audio output, visual output, operational command output, user access capability, user interface capability, operational capability.

14. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 13 and including a human interface module (70) for providing information or warnings to a user or accepting cylinder operational command inputs from a user and wherein said human interface module (70) has multiple modes of operation and wherein said first monitoring system (16) or said further device is operable to alter the mode of operation of the interface module (70) dependent upon an inputted signal from said second monitoring system (18).
15. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 14, wherein said human interface module (70) is operable to change or cancel any one or more of: gas flow, audio output, visual output, operational command output, user access capability, user interface capability, operational capability.

16. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 14 or claim 15, wherein said human interface module (70) is operable to receive patient specific data (PSD) including patient identification, patient type information.

17. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 16 including a wireless communication system (40) associated with said first monitoring system (16) for communicating with a further device.

18. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 17 and including a display (60) for receiving data (PSA, CSD) and displaying same.

19. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in claim 18, wherein said display (60) comprises a hand-held device (60h).

20. A gas cylinder system (14) as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 19 and including a memory (101) for storing any one or more of patient specific data (PSD), cylinder specific data (CSD), environment specific data (ESD).
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